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Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) discuss a challenging construct– behavior gap in psychological
research. It can emerge when testing hypotheses that pertain to a theoretical construct (e.g., preferences)
on the basis of observed behavior (e.g., actual choices). The problem is that the different heuristic
methods that are sometimes used to link overt choices to covert preferences may ignore heterogeneity
between and within individuals, rendering inferences drawn from choices to preferences invalid.
Regenwetter and Robinson’s remedy is to make heterogeneity an explicit part of the theory. They
illustrate the problem and a remedy to it with the description– experience gap (D-E gap), the systematic
gap in choices based on described versus ‘experienced’ probabilities. We welcome their sophisticated
reanalysis of some early data sets, which, by taking heterogeneity into account, finds strong evidence for
a D-E gap in probability weighting. Yet we see three issues with the remedy, which we likewise highlight
using the D-E gap. First, the D-E gap cannot be reduced solely to probability weighting but rather unfolds
across several different psychological constructs suggesting that part of the construct– behavior gap may
stem from trying to reduce multidimensional behavior to a single construct. Second, the authors’
modeling of heterogeneity leaves aside the heterogeneity of people’s sampled experience in decisions
from experience, which highlights the importance of also considering the potential causes of heterogeneity. Third, we identify potential sources of heterogeneity in choice behavior that go beyond probabilistic responses and preferences and advocate for a pluralistic approach to modeling it. Last but not least,
we emphasize that, notwithstanding the importance of rigor and logical coherence in scientific theories,
simplifications and (false) generalizations are indispensable in the pursuit of scientific knowledge.
Keywords: risky choice, decisions from experience, description–experience gap, heuristics, interindividual
variability

tions (henceforth gambles) on the basis of experience as opposed
to symbolic descriptions (Hertwig & Erev, 2009). A frequent
explanation of the D-E gap has been that people appear to differentially weight probabilities in gambles when making decisions
from experience versus description. However, some past tests of
this thesis have aggregated choice data across people and/or choice
problems, accepting the risk of creating a construct– behavior gap.
Regenwetter and Robinson propose a remedy that explicitly
models the heterogeneity between and within individuals, thereby,
so they argue, bridging the gap between construct and behavior. In
terms of the D-E gap, the implementation of their solution is based
on the QTEST methodology for testing theories of binary preferences (e.g., Regenwetter et al., 2014). Applying their method to
three original D-E gap data sets, Regenwetter and Robinson show
that it is difficult to reach strong conclusions about the nature of
probability weighting when description and experience conditions
are analyzed separately. When preferences in the two conditions
were jointly modeled, however, they found strong evidence for a
D-E gap in probability weighting: based on the objective probabilities of the choice options, people overweighted rare events in
description and underweighted rare events in experience (consistent with early conclusions about the D-E gap; Barron & Erev,

First things first. Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) contribution is impressive in its rigor and principled approach to what they
call the construct– behavior gap in psychological research. This
gap emerges in tests of hypotheses about a theoretical construct
(e.g., people’s preferences) via observed behavior (e.g., the
choices they make). In particular, the various heuristic methods
that are sometimes used to draw conclusions about constructs from
behavior, such as preferences from choices, may ignore the potential heterogeneity between and within individuals, potentially rendering those conclusions logically invalid—a construct– behavior
gap. Regenwetter and Robinson illustrate this problem in the
context of what has become known as the description– experience
gap (D-E gap), which refers to the systematic difference in choices
people make when they learn about attributes of payoff distribu-
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2003; Hertwig, Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004; Weber, Shafir, &
Blais, 2004).
As elegant and rigorous as Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017)
approach is, no method comes without costs. While we acknowledge the serious problem of the construct– behavior gap, we wonder how effective their specific method of modeling heterogeneity
will be in closing it given what we have come to learn about the
D-E gap. This comment has three parts. First, we argue that in
order to make operative their solution to the construct– behavior
gap in research on the D-E gap, the authors focus on a single
dimension of the gap, namely, whether people weigh probabilities
differently when choosing between gambles from description versus experience. Although early conclusions in the D-E literature
did the same, later developments have shown that the D-E gap
cannot be reduced to probability weighting but rather requires
invoking additional cognitive constructs, with each one entering
their own sources of heterogeneity. Second, even if the D-E gap
were reducible to probability weighting, Regenwetter and Robinson’s solution of modeling heterogeneity in preferences neglects
the potentially large heterogeneity in experiences that people garner when sampling from the gambles. We show that conditioning
the probability weights on objective probabilities rather than on
experienced relative frequencies is questionable when the goal is
to model heterogeneity of preferences in the D-E gap. Third, we
suggest that identifying other potential causes of the D-E gap starts
with modeling each individual’s experience and its impact on
preferences. More generally, we emphasize that no method of
modeling human behavior is free of downsides. To close the
construct– behavior gap we advocate for the use of multiple methods that focus on identifying the causes of heterogeneity and not to
lose sight of the important role heuristics, simplifications, and false
models, can and do play in science.

Two Interpretations of the D-E Gap: Choice Behavior
and Probability Weighting
The original goal of research on the distinction between decisions from description and decisions from experience was to
understand when and why choices deviate from expected value
maximization and how the deviations differed in description and
experience (Barron & Erev, 2003; Hertwig et al., 2004; Weber et
al., 2004). Both the early and recent evidence (Erev, Ert, Plonsky,
Cohen, & Cohen, 2017; Wulff, Mergenthaler-Canseco, & Hertwig,
2018) suggests that experience- and description-based choices
systematically differ in how they deviate from expected value
maximization. For instance, a meta-analysis of more than 40,000
trials examining the average proportion of expected valuemaximizing choices under description and experience found that
the average gap size (or difference between choice proportions for
description and experience) was about 20 percentage points when
the choice problems included a risky option and a safe option (for
details see Wulff et al., 2018 Figure 3)—the type of problem
frequently used to infer individual risk preference. This D-E gap
does not hinge on any particular theory of choice, for instance, one
that assumes probability weighting. It occurs across different experimental paradigms (see Hertwig & Erev, 2009) and within
individuals (Camilleri & Newell, 2009).
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One way to interpret this behavioral difference is in terms of
prospect theory’s probability weighting function, as did early
observers of the D-E gap, for instance:
Observed choices indicated not overweighting of small-probability
outcomes (henceforth, rare events), but rather the opposite: People
made choices as if they underweighted rare events; that is, rare events
received less weight than their objective probability of occurrence
warranted. (Hertwig et al., 2004, p. 535)

Such statements invited the inference that the D-E gap arises
primarily from a reversal of the probability-weighting pattern, which,
in turn, prompted numerous investigations of probability weighting in
experience versus description (Abdellaoui, L’Haridon, & Paraschiv,
2011; Glöckner, Hilbig, Henninger, & Fiedler, 2016; Kellen, Pachur,
& Hertwig, 2016; Ungemach, Chater, & Stewart, 2009).
Focused on this as-if weighting discussion of the D-E gap,
Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) used probability weighting as a
case study on how to close the construct– behavior gap. In our
view, there are several reasons not to reduce the D-E gap to
probability weighting. One is that the gap is robust across experimental paradigms. Regenwetter and Robinson focused on what
has been called the sampling paradigm where people make one
incentivized choice but sample from the options as long as they
wish. However, the D-E gap has also been reported in the partialfeedback paradigm (Hertwig & Erev, 2009), where people make
many incentivized choices. This difference is important because
repeated experience-based choices have commonly been modeled
without assuming probability weighting but rather using reinforcement learning models (Barron & Erev, 2003) or a set of choice
strategies (Erev & Barron, 2005; Erev et al., 2017). While this does
not exclude the possibility that studies employing the repeated
choice paradigm also suffer from lack of modeling heterogeneity,
the robustness of the D-E gap across paradigms at least suggests
that different or at least additional constructs are at play.
A second, related reason is that the existence of a rare event (and
its potential over- or underweighting) is not a necessary condition
for the D-E gap. For instance, Ludvig and Spetch (2011) demonstrated that a D-E gap can arise when people make choices between a sure thing and a gamble with two equally likely outcomes.
In this case, extreme outcomes have a greater impact on people’s
choices when they make decisions from experience than from
description, which again suggests that constructs other than the
probability weighting of rare events may rise to the D-E gap. A
third reason is that probability weighting is a theoretical abstraction based on the strong assumption that experience-based choice
rests on an explicit mental representation of probabilities. Such
representations may or may not exist. Indeed, other models of
experience-based choice do not assume probability weighting
(e.g., Gonzalez & Dutt, 2011). A final reason is that even if
probabilities are weighted, making a decision from experience
involves much more in addition—for instance, a search process, a
rule for stopping search, memory of the events experienced, a
process for learning, and so on.
To conclude, reducing the D-E gap to the question of whether or
not description and experience result in the same pattern of probability weighting obscures other differences in the learning and
choice processes. Moreover, because the D-E gap is multifaceted,
there are likely to be more construct– behavior gaps on these
interrelated dimensions. As a result, modeling the weighting and
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utility function alone will not close it. We suggest that any future
solution to construct– behavior gaps in research on the D-E gap
will have to capture how these different constructs and processes
work together to produce the observed choice behavior.
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Weights of Objective Probabilities Differ in Experience
and Description
For the sake of the next argument, let us assume that the D-E
gap in the modeler’s world is simple insofar as the primary cause
of the gap is how people weight probabilities. Now the modeler
faces another issue when seeking to close the construct– behavior
gap by modeling heterogeneity. When people are masters of their
own sampling efforts in decisions from experience, their very
experience of the gambles in question will be heterogeneous. As
we argue next, this reality requires attention in any attempt to close
the construct– behavior gap.
Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) show that reliance on aggregate data could cause a gap between the construct of interest (e.g.,
individual’s preference) and behavior (e.g., choices). For instance,
treating the majority preference as indicative of individual preference can be problematic because it does not necessarily reflect any
one person’s preference: majority preference can satisfy the predictions of prospect theory regardless of whether any one person
satisfies prospect theory (Estes, 1956; Regenwetter, Grofman,
Marley, & Tsetlin, 2006). Thus, they point out, one should not
conclude that a theory that captures aggregate behavior also captures the behavior of some individuals. Regenwetter and Robinson’s solution to this problem is twofold. First, they model preferences across choice problems. Second, they account for
heterogeneity in preferences between and within people by taking
a set of problems and specifying a set of binary preference patterns
across them that are consistent with the theory or hypothesis in
question (e.g., rare events are overweighted in description and
underweighted in experience). Heterogeneity between and within
people is handled by permitting each pairwise preference to be
probabilistic, and the prediction takes the form of a probability
distribution across the set of binary preference patterns.
To implement this solution, one must therefore spell out all
possible binary preference patterns across a set of problems and
identify which of these patterns is consistent with a specific theory
or hypothesis. For example, Hertwig et al. (2004) compared

choices from description with choices from experience using six
commonly used choice problems. For the D-E gap where preferences in the ‘described’ problems are compared to preferences in
the ‘experienced’ problems, there are a total of 212 ⫽ 4,096
possible joint preference patterns. Only a subset of those preference patterns is consistent with a particular hypothesis (e.g., preferences in description- and experience-based decision making
show the same degree of overweighting of rare events). This set of
preference patterns forms a system of joint inequality constraints
on binary choice probabilities. Regenwetter and Robinson tested if
this system better accounted for the data than the null hypothesis
assuming no constraint on the choice probabilities.
Table 1 summarizes what we understand to be the key results
from Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) analysis of probability
weighting and the D-E gap. It reports several Bayes factors (BFs),
each of which summarizes the weight of evidence in favor of one
hypothesis relative to the null hypothesis (Kass & Raftery, 1995).
A BF of more than 10 is typically interpreted as strong evidence
for the hypothesis in question. We take away three important
observations from Table 1.
First, after accounting for heterogeneity in preferences, there is
strong evidence for a D-E gap in probability weighting, with rare
objective probabilities being overweighted in description and underweighted in experience. Second, the evidence for a D-E gap in
the weights of the objective probabilities might be even stronger
than Table 1 suggests. With BFs, the strength of the evidence for
a given hypothesis is captured relative to the hypothesis against
which it is compared. The BFs in Table 1 estimate the strength of
the evidence for a particular hypothesis over the null hypothesis
that assumes no systematic relationship in preferences between
choice problems. However, if one assumes that the D-E gap is
better captured by comparing a reversed weighing function (Hypothesis III) to a more precise hypothesis, say, an isomorphic
weighing hypothesis (Hypothesis I), then the evidence for the D-E
gap is even stronger (e.g., 300/10⫺8 ⬎ 10,000, based on the
Hertwig et al., 2004, study).
A third observation pertains to the change in the BFs for a D-E gap
across the three studies. Table 1 shows that the BFs for the D-E gap
decrease across studies. This decrease is no coincidence. It reflects an
attempt to investigate an important aspect of decisions from experience, namely, that when making them, people do not know the

Table 1
Summary of the Bayes Factors in Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) Analysis of Three Hypotheses on the D-E Gap, Accounting for
Variability in Preferences Between Participants

Hypothesis I: Preferences in description- and experience-based
decision making show the same degree of overweighting.
Hypothesis II: Preferences in description- and experience-based
decision making are different, but both show overweighting.
Hypothesis III: Preferences in description- and experience-based
decision making are different, with overweighting in
description and underweighting in experience.

Hertwig et al. (2004)

Hau et al. (2008)

Ungemach et al. (2009)

10⫺8

Unknown

.01

.002

.06

.11

⬃300

⬎100

⬎10

Note. The Bayes factors are relative to a null or saturated model (H0) that places no constraints on the binary choice probabilities. One value is unknown
because computation time exceeded a month (Regenwetter & Robinson, 2017, p. 545). For Hypothesis III, due to the computational demands of the
calculation, the value for Hertwig et al. (2004) is an approximation and the values for Hau et al. (2008) and Ungemach et al. (2009) are estimated lower
bounds.
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possible outcomes and their probabilities. Instead, they learn from
experience by sampling from the options and determine for themselves when to stop. Because some people will sample more and
others less, their representations of a choice problem’s possible payoffs and probabilities can differ substantially (and systematically) both
from the actual payoffs and the objective probabilities and from one
another’s representations. That is, in decisions from experience, an
important source of heterogeneity in people’s preferences is the heterogeneity in their samples of experience and how those samples were
generated (Wulff et al., 2018). The studies by Hau, Pleskac, Kiefer,
and Hertwig (2008) and Ungemach et al. (2009) tried to reduce this
heterogeneity by increasing the sample sizes people took: Hau et al.
(2008) by increasing the stakes of the gambles (Experiment 2) or
requiring participants to sample 100 times (Experiment 3) and Ungemach et al. (2009) by requiring participants to sample 40 times. It is
in these studies that Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) find lower
(though still credible) evidence for a D-E gap in probability weighting
(see Table 1). Without acknowledging participants’ very different
amounts of experience, it is difficult to interpret this finding
To be very clear: Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) are fully
transparent about their decision to focus on objective probabilities,
and their deductive analysis is coherent as a result. Yet when the goal
is to test the existence of a D-E gap in probability weighting while
taking heterogeneity in preferences into account, leaving aside people’s individual experience of outcomes—a defining feature of decisions from experience—strikes us as a debatable choice. Moreover, as
the decreasing BFs across the D-E gaps studies illustrate, this choice
impacts the authors’ analyses and interpretation.
We are not sure how easily Regenwetter and Robinson’s solution
of modeling heterogeneity via the joint preference patterns across
problems can be expanded to include this source of heterogeneity
because, in decisions from experience, people’s individual experience
with the problem shapes their representation of it. Thus, what appears
to be underweighting in terms of objective probabilities could actually
be overweighting in terms of the experienced relative frequencies, or
vice versa. More recent research on the D-E gap, which acknowledges
the heterogeneity of sample experience, has focused on the experienced relative frequencies when analyzing probability weighting (Fox
& Hadar, 2006; Glöckner et al., 2016; Kellen et al., 2016) and when
modeling the direct construction of preferences from experience via a
memory process (Gonzalez & Dutt, 2011) or via a process of evidence
accumulation (Markant, Pleskac, Diederich, Pachur, & Hertwig,
2015).
Admittedly, each of these approaches also comes with costs, for
instance, by ultimately making stronger parametric assumptions than
Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) approach or ignoring the variability between individuals. Our more general point is that even if one
could reduce the multidimensionality of the D-E gap to one psychological construct—probability weighting, say—there will be heterogeneity in the sampled experience (in the sampling paradigm), which,
in turn, must be considered when trying to build a bridge from
construct to behavior. Otherwise, it is hard to imagine how we will
ever make sense of the strong evidence that Regenwetter and Robinson find for reversed probability weighting of the objective probabilities in description and experience and the quite different (and mixed)
results of the weighting of experienced probabilities (see Table 9 in
Wulff et al., 2018).
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A Pluralism of Theories of Heterogeneity
According to Regenwetter and Robinson (2017), behavioral
decision research needs models of heterogeneity to bridge constructs and behavior. In both theory and practice, we agree with
them about the importance of modeling individual behavior and
differences. Yet we also advocate for pluralism in this endeavor.
Models of heterogeneity address the causes of heterogeneity and
seek ways and how to model them. The hypotheses Regenwetter
and Robinson examined reflect the default approach in psychology
and economics, which is to capture heterogeneity in people’s
response or their underlying preferences in terms of variability in
how they weight probabilities or value outcomes. But it is unclear
to what extent interindividual differences in response consistency
or in the parameter values of, say, the probability-weighting and
utility functions predict meaningful differences between people.
While some work suggests that meaningful differences exist (e.g.,
Pleskac, 2008), other work casts doubt on the power of parameters
to predict, for instance, risk or social preferences (e.g., Blanco,
Engelmann, & Normann, 2011; Friedman, Isaac, James, & Sunder,
2014).
There are other ways to model heterogeneity. One that we
already mentioned is to consider how people’s experiences shape
their preferences. This link between search and choice has long
been recognized—for instance, by March (1996; Denrell, 2007),
who showed that experiential learning alone can give rise to
systematic risk preferences. Since, in decisions from experience,
individuals partly control the experience they gather, modeling
heterogeneity in preferences would seem to require modeling
differences in how they search and learn before making a choice
(including, for instance, differences in working memory capacity;
Rakow, Demes, & Newell, 2008). Sequential sampling models
offer one starting point (Busemeyer & Diederich, 2002; Zeigenfuse, Pleskac, & Liu, 2014) by describing processes such as how
a person switches between options, stops search, and integrates
experience into a preference (Markant et al., 2015).
Heterogeneity may also arise from different choice strategies.
For instance, if different people might apply different strategies or
heuristics to the same choice problem (Erev & Barron, 2005;
Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993), individual differences in the
shapes of prospect theory’s parametric functions could stem, at
least in part, from their use of different heuristics (Pachur, Suter,
and Hertwig (2017). Furthermore, heterogeneity could be modeled
in terms of the probabilistic nature of choice. Instead of invoking
the framework of classical probability, however, researchers could
turn to quantum probability models (Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012),
which trace the heterogeneity in preferences to their indefinite
nature (e.g., Kvam, Pleskac, Yu, & Busemeyer, 2015).
Finally, let us emphasize a risk in the detailed modeling of
modeling heterogeneity. Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) suggest that all the fluctuations in a person’s choice behavior “must be
taken extremely seriously in decision theory” (p. 534). A prediction model that aims to capture every fluctuation in a person’s
behavior must be flexible. That is a strength when the goal is to
perfectly describe all the idiosyncrasies in, say, a choice pattern. It
may be a liability, however, when the goal is to predict a person’s
future choice. Capturing all fluctuations in a finite, noisy sample of
choices runs the risk of overfitting known data, that is, compromising the ability to predict the same person’s as-yet-unknown
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behavior under new conditions. Thus, when making inferences
from a finite sample of choice data, which are commonly noisy and
limited, it may pay to bet on a simpler model that poses a lower
risk of overfitting (a problem also known as the bias/variance
dilemma; e.g., Geman, Bienenstock, & Doursat, 1992).
All these methods of modeling heterogeneity likely face the
same tradeoff between capturing the idiosyncrasies in observed
behavior and predicting future behavior. Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) remedy aims to guard against overfitting by using a
Bayesian model comparison approach and penalizing more complex models (e.g., Myung & Pitt, 1997), but no approach to
penalizing models for complexity is fail-safe. The Bayesian model
comparison approach focuses on accounting for the data at hand,
seeking the best way to reduce it into a simpler form. Implied in
this reductionist approach is the assumption that the most parsimonious model will predict well. What we miss in Regenwetter
and Robinson’s (2017) analysis is a more explicit examination of
how well models that embrace heterogeneity quantitatively predict
new behavior under new conditions (vs. describing known behavior; see Busemeyer & Wang, 2000; Erev et al., 2017).
To conclude, heterogeneity in choice likely has various causes
and can be modeled in various ways. When variability is solely due
to measurement error, it seems sufficient to include an error term
in the model. When it is due to other differences, such as in the
cognitive system (e.g., working memory, age; Lindenberger &
Mayr, 2014) or in choice strategies, however, more than response
error is required. In that case, the default approach of reducing
heterogeneity in people’s behavior to response error or differences
in the subjective functions of outcomes and probabilities—as
Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) hypotheses do but not necessarily their larger modeling framework— has limited ability to
shed light on the underlying causes of the variability or to predict
people’s choices under new conditions.

Conclusion
Researchers seeking scientific progress will almost by definition
make bold and unjustified claims, some of which will prove to be
mistaken. For illustration, take prospect theory, which Regenwetter and Robinson (2017) invoked to analyze the D-E gap. Prospect
theory has its roots in tests involving aggregate data (modal
choice) and a small set of carefully constructed choice problems.
On this basis, Kahneman and Tversky (1979) concluded that
“utility theory, as it is commonly interpreted and applied, is not an
adequate descriptive model” and instead proposed “an alternative
account of choice under risk” (p. 263). If we understand Regenwetter and Robinson correctly, this conclusion represents a sweeping generalization and is based on what Regenwetter and Robinson
call a fallacy of composition. Yet until today prospect theory is the
descriptive theory of risky choice.
In the pursuit of scientific knowledge, researchers need to work
hard to be logically coherent and propose precise theories. Yet
even the best among them cannot help but simplify, generalize and
propose biased and false models (Wimsatt, 2007). Indeed, Regenwetter and Robinson’s (2017) sophisticated analysis would not
work without an important simplification, namely, the weighting
by the objective probabilities rather than the probabilities actually
experienced. Our theories and hypotheses, all too simple and
ultimately false, inform the design of experiments, the selection of

experimental stimuli, and the statistical analyses employed. They
are rarely derived from surefire logico-deductive methods but
rather are often based on heuristic processes. It is hard not to read
Regenwetter and Robinson’s position as equating the use of heuristics in science with undermining progress in science. In our
view, this equation would misconstrue the important role of heuristics in the discovery, development, and testing of theories (Gigerenzer, 1991).
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